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ABSTRACT
Objective: To perform a meta-analysis of hepatitis C virus (HCV)
prevalence in people with serious mental illness (SMI) and to
systematically review barriers to care with the contention that both
individual complications and HCV community transmission can be
reduced with enhanced health care strategies.
Data Sources: PubMed, Scopus, Embase, CINAHL, and Web of
Science were searched for articles published in English between
April 21, 1989, and July 1, 2020. The terms Hepatitis C Virus, HCV, HCV
seroprevalence, and HCV prevalence were cross-referenced with serious
mental illness, severe mental illness, psychiatric illness, mental illness,
and psychiatric patients.
Study Selection: We identified 230 titles after removing duplicates.
The final analysis included 36 publications drawn from prospective
and large retrospective cohort studies that cross-sectionally screened
for HCV in people with SMI ≥ 18 years of age.
Data Extraction: Pooled HCV prevalence was analyzed, with random
effects modeling due to significant attributable study heterogeneity.
Demographic data and HCV risk factors were subanalyzed. Qualitative
and semiqualitative data relating to control cohort prevalence and
the HCV care cascade were also extracted.
Results: The pooled HCV prevalence was 8.0% (95% CI, 6.0%–
9.0%). Subanalysis of prospective studies (n = 9,015 individuals)
demonstrated a similar prevalence, 8.0% (CI, 5.0%–11.0%), to
retrospective studies (n = 289,247), 8.0% (CI, 6.0%–10.0%). HCV
was 3.0- to 11.3-fold higher in people with SMI relative to controls.
Semiqualitative analysis of seropositive cases showed that (1) 20.0%–
58.1% did not have an identified HCV risk factor; (2) 12.5%–100% of
cases were not previously known to have HCV; and (3) the majority,
57.0%–96.6%, of people with SMI were receptive to HCV screening.
Conclusions: People with SMI have high HCV seroprevalence and
should be recognized as a priority group for HCV screening and
health care access.
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■■ Global eradication of hepatitis C virus (HCV) is now
■■
■■

achievable but requires intensified case identification
among key populations, including people with serious
mental illness (SMI).
Cross-sectional screening for HCV has high acceptance rates
among people with SMI and improves detection rates.
HCV screening should therefore be considered as part of
physical health workup and management in people with
SMI.

H

epatitis C virus (HCV) is a high morbidity, high
mortality condition that affects approximately 1%
of the global population.1 Approximately 399,000 deaths
occur annually due to either HCV-related cirrhosis or
hepatocellular carcinoma, and HCV presently accounts
for 27% of cirrhosis and 25% of hepatocellular carcinoma
globally.1,2 Liver sequelae aside, HCV can impact quality
of life as a consequence of neuropsychiatric and ancillary
extrahepatic disease manifestations.3 However, HCV is
now curable, and the prospect of global HCV eradication
is achievable through the advent of highly effective, highly
tolerable, oral direct-acting antiviral (DAA) therapies.4
Achieving HCV elimination is predicated upon universal
health coverage, which requires equitable and financially
sustainable health care.5 However, significant barriers
exist, particularly in high-risk transmission populations,
such as people who inject drugs (PWID). Providing DAA
treatment to PWID is considered an essential strategy
toward interrupting HCV transmission.6 Decentralized
HCV elimination strategies in homeless, incarcerated, and
opioid-substitution therapy (OST) cohorts have therefore
been prioritized.7
In contrast, SMI has fundamentally been underrecognized
as a priority cohort for HCV screening and management.8
HCV seroprevalence in people with SMI ranges from 3.0%
(95% CI, 1.8%–5.0%) in Central and South America to
17.4% (95% CI, 13.2%–22.6%) in North America.9 Despite
the high prevalence, many mental health settings do not
screen for HCV or other blood-borne viruses (BBVs).8
This stems from underrecognized HCV prevalence, lack
of clinician confidence, ambiguity as to whether BBV
screening falls within the mental health remit, and absence
of established clinical care pathways.8,10,11 People with SMI
have a preponderance of HCV risk factors, including a
16%–22% estimated lifetime prevalence of injecting drug
use (IDU), as well as heightened incarceration rates relative
to non-SMI populations.12–15 While these risk factors
may tend to overlap with other key, decentralized HCV
elimination strategies, such as through OST and prison
programs, SMI populations as a whole require focused
strategic engagement.16,17
We performed a meta-analysis of HCV prevalence in
SMI populations and analyzed for heterogeneity between
prospective versus retrospective cohort study designs.

screening studies and examined data pertaining to HCV
risk factors, screening consent, and barriers to care. Our
contention was that tailored approaches to HCV screening
and health care integration are required in order to achieve
parity of care in people with SMI.
METHODS
Search Strategy and Screening
A literature search of PubMed, Scopus, Embase,
CINAHL, and Web of Science was performed. Articles,
including abstracts, titles, and keywords, published between
April 21, 1989, and July 1, 2020, were extracted using the
search terms Hepatitis C Virus, HCV, HCV seroprevalence,
and HCV prevalence cross-referenced with serious mental
illness, severe mental illness, psychiatric illness, mental
illness, and psychiatric patients. Details of the analysis were
registered on PROSPERO (registration: CRD42021237509).
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Prospective observational and retrospective crosssectional studies that assessed HCV prevalence in adults
with SMI aged ≥ 18 years were systematically reviewed.
HCV prevalence was determined based on International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) coded
data as well as seroprevalence data. Many of the extracted
articles did not elucidate a specific definition for SMI in the
recruitment strategy; however, data were included if SMI,
severe psychiatric illnesses, or an enduring mental illness
with functional impairment was clearly stipulated as an
inclusion criterion.
We aimed to analyze HCV prevalence in general SMI
populations. Data from dual substance abuse and homeless
populations were therefore excluded in order to reduce
ascertainment bias. Where sufficient data were available,
general SMI subcohorts were specifically analyzed from
mixed population settings. Studies were also excluded if
(1) found to be a subanalysis of previously published data,
(2) the denominator of HCV screened individuals was not
cited, or (3) non-serologic methodology, such as self-report,
was used for prospective HCV case identification. ICDcoded HCV, rather than serologic diagnosis, was accepted
for large registry studies. A cross-sectional BBV screening
strategy was required for prospective studies to minimize
risk of overestimating seroprevalence due to selection bias.
Retrospective and large registry–derived study prevalence
data were based on the entire SMI cohort, rather than the
screened cohort, again to reduce potential HCV screening
selection bias.
Extraction and Data Collection
A total of 613 abstracts were identified across each of the
search libraries. After removal of duplicates and non-English
publications, 230 articles remained. These were reviewed
by M.R.B., with 48 relevant titles/abstracts identified.
There were 45 full text articles available for analysis (as 3
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230 Titles after duplicates

48 Relevant titles/abstracts

45 Full articles assessed

PubMed, Scopus, Embase, Web of Science,
CINAHL title/abstract/keyword search

Titles/abstracts reviewed for relevance, with systematic
reviews, unrelated topics, and non-prevalence topics
discarded
2 Abstracts unable to be retrieved and a further 1 full
text unable to be retrieved

4 Relevant titles found in references of reviewed articles

49 Articles appraised

13 Publications excluded:
• 5 Subset analyses of a primary publication
• 2 Excluded as mental illness was not defined
• 2 Excluded as prevalence could not be ascertained
due to lack of a reported denominator
• 3 Excluded due to coexisting substance abuse as an
inclusion criterion
• 1 Excluded as nil lab-based serology (ie, participant
reported HCV, dual homeless population)
36 Articles included:
• 21 Prospective studies
• 15 Retrospective studies

Abbreviation: HCV = hepatitis C virus.

publications could not be sourced). An additional 4 relevant
references were found in the citations from the above articles
and assessed for inclusion. Of the 49 full texts, 13 publications
did not meet inclusion criteria (Figure 1). This led to a total
of 36 publications for analysis. Eligibility and inclusion
criteria of full-text publications were verified by T.P. Key
variables were recorded by M.R.B. and T.P., including study
setting, recruitment strategy, participant demographics,
SMI diagnosis, HCV risk factors, HCV screening modality,
percentage of population screened, seroprevalence, and
associations thereof. The quality of each study was recorded
by M.B. and T.P. using the Quality Assessment Tool for
Systematic Reviews of Observational Studies (Supplementary
Table 1).18 Interuser concordance was very high, and thirdparty review was not required. An additional customized
global assessment of study quality was performed based
on 3 criteria, including study size (< 200 participants = 1,
200–500 = 1, > 500 = 2); cohort selection and reproducibility
(single site with minimal participant description = 0, single
site with well-described participants/recruitment or large
multinational dataset = 1, multisite/national prospective
study with clear selection methodology = 2); and risk factor
evaluation (no assessment = 0, thorough assessment without
analysis of covariables/confounders = 1, thorough risk
evaluation with linear regression analysis = 2). Scores were
aggregated and assigned a ranking: 0–1 = poor, 2–3 = fair, and
4–6 = good/excellent.

Analysis
Estimates of prevalence with 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) were determined for each individual study. Pooled
estimates of prevalence were calculated using the random
effects model based on the DerSimonian and Laird
method.19 The random effects model assumes that each
study is estimating a different effect but that the effects come
from the same underlying distribution of effects. This model
fundamentally incorporates differences between studies.
Heterogeneity was assessed using the I 2 statistic. Subgroup
analysis was performed comparing pooled prevalence
between prospective and retrospective studies. A further
sensitivity analysis was performed assessing prevalence
based on a customized global assessment of study quality.
Descriptive analysis was used for evaluation of HCV risk
factors. All analyses were performed using Stata Version 16
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas).
RESULTS
Prevalence of HCV in SMI: Scale of the Problem
Most prospective seroprevalence data were drawn from
studies that recruited consecutive inpatient or community
participants from single health services, though 1 study
utilized random probability selection to recruit across a
large geographical region.20 Retrospective prevalence data
were drawn from single-center seroprevalence studies as
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Di Nardo et al (1995)22
Cividini et al (1997)23
Sawayama et al (2000)24
Rosenberg et al (2001)25
Al Jurdi and Burruss (2003)26
Dinwiddie et al (2003)27
Meyer (2003)28
Kilbourne et al (2004)29
Nakamura et al (2004)30
Pirl et al (2005)31
Carney et al (2006)32
Huckans et al (2006)33
Raja et al (2006)34
Rifai et al (2006)35
Freudenreich et al (2007)36
Lacey et al (2007)37
Goldberg et al (2008)38
Alvarado-Esquivel et al (2009)39
De Hert et al (2009)40
Guimarães et al (2009)20
Himelhoch et al (2009)41
Kakisi et al (2009)42
Mamani et al (2009)43
Rothbard et al (2009)44
Gunewardene et al (2010)45
Sockalingam et al (2010)46
Fuller et al (2011)53
Hung et al (2012)47
Sanger et al (2013)48
Durotoye et al (2014)49
Karabulut (2015)50
Bauer-Staeb et al (2017)12
Ramachandran et al (2018)54
Ayano et al (2020)51
Williams et al (2020)52
Overall (I 2 = 99.07%, P = .00)

– 0.2

ES (95% Cl)
0.07 (0.05–0.09)
0.11 (0.07–0.17)
0.11 (0.08–0.15)
0.10 (0.06–0.15)
0.16 (0.14–0.19)
0.16 (0.12–0.21)
0.09 (0.07–0.10)
0.19 (0.16–0.23)
0.06 (0.05–0.07)
0.09 (0.08–0.11)
0.18 (0.15–0.21)
0.01 (0.00–0.01)
0.05 (0.04–0.05)
0.03 (0.02–0.04)
0.13 (0.12–0.14)
0.08 (0.04–0.15)
0.20 (0.11–0.31)
0.29 (0.20–0.38)
0.05 (0.02–0.11)
0.01 (0.00–0.02)
0.03 (0.02–0.03)
0.08 (0.07–0.08)
0.09 (0.07–0.12)
0.02 (0.00–0.05)
0.18 (0.15–0.21)
0.06 (0.03–0.09)
0.03 (0.01–0.08)
0.16 (0.15–0.17)
0.02 (0.01–0.03)
0.09 (0.03–0.19)
0.13 (0.09–0.17)
0.01 (0.00–0.01)
0.05 (0.04–0.05)
0.11 (0.07–0.15)
0.01 (0.00–0.03)
0.07 (0.03–0.14)
0.08 (0.06–0.09)

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Proportion
Abbreviations: ES = effect size, HCV = hepatitis C virus, SMI = serious mental illness.

well as from large registry studies that used ICD coding for
based on study type showed an 8.0% (CI, 5.0%–11.0%)
HCV reporting. In total, 36 studies with 298,262 individuals
prevalence in prospective studies (n = 9,015 individuals)
were included.12,20–54 This included 3 studies that were not
and an 8.0% (CI, 6.0%–10.0%) prevalence among the
necessarily designed to examine HCV seroprevalence but
retrospective studies (289,247 individuals). When analyzed
that nonetheless provided cross-sectional seroprevalence
according to study quality using a customized global
data, as well as 2 additional studies that examined HCV
assessment of study quality tool, the pooled estimated
prevalence in the broader context of generalized medical
seroprevalence for good-, fair-, and poor-quality studies
comorbidity analysis. 22,29,32,38,48 Key demographics,
was 7.0% (CI, 5.0%–9.0%), 8.0% (5.0%–11.0%), and 10.0%
-.2
0
.2
.4
.6
including country, participant age, and mental health
(1.0%–25.0%), respectively.
Proportion
diagnosis, are shown in Supplementary Table 2. Also shown
in this table is the absolute number of people with diagnosed
HCV Seroprevalence Relative
HCV in each study. A wide HCV prevalence range was
to Control Populations
noted (Figure 2). In prospective evaluations, a 1.3% HCV
To contextualize the attributable risk of SMI to HCV,
seroprevalence was seen at the lowest end of the spectrum
we specifically examined studies that included a non-SMI
in an Ethiopian SMI cohort.51 This was in stark contrast to
comparator cohort. Control groups were derived either from
31.0% seroprevalence in a US-based cohort.38 Pooled HCV
non-SMI individuals within large cohort studies or, when
seroprevalence across all included studies was 8.0% (CI,
reported, from general population data, such as healthy
blood donors. A total of 7 studies were included (Table
6.0%–9.0%) (Figure 2). Subanalysis of pooled prevalence
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Author
Sawayama et al24
Nakamura et al30
Carney et al32
Himelhoch et al41
Fuller et al53
Durotoye et al49
Bauer-Staeb et al12

Study type
Prospective
Retrospective
Retrospective
Retrospective
Retrospective
Prospective
Retrospective

Setting
Institution
Inpatient
Insurance data
VA dataset
VA dataset
Inpatient
National data

n
196
1,193
1,074
155,172
11,570
350
97,797

Control group
Matched serum
Healthy blood donors
Cohort without SMI
VA cohort without SMI
VA cohort without SMI
Healthy blood donorsa
Cohort without SMI

SMI
HCV Ab+, %
10.2
9.1
0.7
7.6
16.5
12.4
4.6

Control
HCV, %
1.5
1.2
0.1
2.5
1.9
1.1
0.61

a
Blood donors not propensity/age-matched.
Abbreviations: Ab+ = antibody-positive, HCV = hepatitis C virus, SMI = serious mental illness, VA = Veterans Affairs.

Table 2. Documented HCV Risk Factors, History of Prior HCV Screening,
and Previously Known HCV Diagnosis Among Individuals Included in HCV
Prevalence Studies
Author
Klinkenberg et al57
Huckans et al33
Freudenreich et al36
Lacey et al37
Tabibian et al56
Goldberg and Seth38
Rothbard et al44
Sockalingam et al46
Sanger et al48
Ramachandran et al54
Williams et al52
Ayano et al51

Year
2003
2006
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2010
2013
2018
2020
2020

Country
US
US
US
Australia
US
US
US
Canada
UK
Australia
Australia
Ethiopia

Participants,
n
114
8,836
98
71
129
100
588
110
57
260
97
309

HCV
Ab+, n
34
1,158
8
14
40
31
117
3
5
28
7
4

% of HCV Ab+ individuals
Nil risk Previously Known
factors
screened
HCV
…
…
17.6
…
58.3
…
50.0
…
12.5
…
9.0
…
20.0
…
…
58.1
32.0
…
…
50.4
…
33.3
…
…
…
…
100.0
…
100.0
…
…
…
57.1
…
25.0
25.0

Abbreviations: Ab+ = antibody-positive, HCV = hepatitis C virus.

1).12,24,30,32,41,49,53 The studies varied in their respective data
collection and comparator populations, though 4 of the
studies used large data sets to compare ICD-coded HCV
between people with SMI and matched controls. Across
each of the studies, HCV seroprevalence was 3.0- to 11.3fold higher in people with SMI relative to control cases. The
range was tighter, 6.8- to 8.7-fold, after excluding lower and
upper limit data.12,24,30,32
Risk Factors for HCV in SMI
Given the increased prevalence of HCV in people with
SMI, risk factor data were appraised. Lifetime IDU was
reported in 10 studies, each prospective, with a pooled
size of 4,541 individuals. A wide range (0%–50%) of
whole population IDU was noted across these studies
(Supplementary Table 3). Studies that subanalyzed IDU
among people with seropositive HCV found that 50.0%–
78.6% of people with HCV had IDU as a risk factor,
although it is notable that these data were drawn from US
and Australian cohorts (Supplementary Table 3).22,25,37,46,54
The apparent heterogeneity in HCV seroprevalence in
PWID therefore likely reflects the nature and demographic
of the sample cohorts as well as the methodology of data
recording and reporting. Illicit substance abuse and/or
history of general substance abuse disorder was more widely
reported across included studies and, for the most part,
mirrored HCV seroprevalence (Supplementary Figure 1).
Other reported HCV risk factors included high-risk sexual

encounters, shared skin piercing equipment, transfusions,
health care work exposures, and shared razor blades in
institutions.24,37,39 Depression was more strongly associated
with HCV compared to other primary mental health
conditions based on multivariable analysis in 3 out of 4
studies that evaluated this.26,34,55,56 Quantitative analysis of
risk factors relative to pooled seroprevalence was precluded
by variable and lack of standardized reporting between
individual studies.
Risk Factors, Prior Screening, and
HCV Awareness Among Seropositive Individuals
As a means of informing screening practices, we
appraised the percentage of seropositive individuals
from cross-sectional screening programs who had (1)
documented HCV risk factors, (2) a history of prior HCV
screening, or (3) previously diagnosed HCV. At least
20.0%–58.1% of seropositive individuals did not have a
reported HCV risk factor in studies that comprehensively
cataloged potential exposures (Table 2).36,38,46,56 Prior HCV
screening in seropositive individuals varied widely (9.0%–
100%) but was less than 50% in 3 of 6 studies. In 5 studies
that cross-sectionally screened consecutive individuals for
BBVs, 27.6% (16/58) of seropositive individuals had been
previously diagnosed with HCV.36,51,52,57 The range of
previously undiagnosed cases between studies was broad,
likely reflecting sample size, local screening policies, and
population-specific factors (Table 2).
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Author
Klinkenberg et al57
Tabibian et al56
Guimarães et al20
Lacey et al37
Gunewardene et al45
Sanger et al48
Ramachandran et al54
Williams et al52
Ayano et al51

Year
2003
2008
2009
2007
2010
2013
2018
2020
2020

Country
US
US
Brazil
Australia
Australia
UK
Australia
Australia
Ethiopia

Location
Community
Inpatient
In- and outpatient
Inpatient
Inpatient
Inpatient
Inpatient
Community
Community

Cohort, n
114
188
2,300
73
334
57
260
97
309

Participant screening
Consecutive
Consecutive
Probability selection
Consecutive
Consecutive and at-risk
Consecutive
Consecutive
Consecutive
Consecutive

Consent provided, %
57
68.4
83.2
18a
80
65.5
72.2
81.7
96.6

a

This study assessed an HCV education and counseling program, and the consent rate may therefore not correlate with HCV
screening alone.
Abbreviations: HCV = hepatitis C virus, SMI = serious mental illness.

Acceptability of BBV Screening
We next reviewed whether obtaining consent for HCV
screening among people with SMI was a potential barrier
to accurate delineation of HCV prevalence. We identified 7
prospective studies from inpatient and community settings
that documented HCV consent rate and found that most
people with SMI, 57.0%–96.6%, agreed to HCV screening
(Table 3).20,45,48,51,52,54,56,57 There was an outlying study in
which 18% of participants agreed to HCV screening. This
was drawn from an HCV education and screening study
and may not reflect general HCV screening acceptability.37
These data highlight that excellent screening participation
rates can be achieved through comprehensive screening
programs.
Liver Function Tests and HCV
Few prevalence studies analyzed liver function test
derangement. Freudenreich et al36 reported an elevated
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in 25% (2/8) HCV
seropositive individuals, while Hung et al47 reported 72.7%
(8/11) and Dinwiddie et al27 reported 39.4% (26/66). In
each study, a statistically significant increase in ALT was
noted among HCV seropositive individuals compared to
HCV seronegative individuals. However, these data indicate
that liver function tests alone are incompletely sensitive as
a screening tool for HCV screening in SMI. Beyond liver
function tests, severity and staging of liver disease have not
been prospectively assessed in the SMI context despite the
high prevalence of HCV.
HCV Treatment Uptake and SVR in SMI
We next sought to assess linkages to care and treatment
in HCV-positive people with SMI. Several studies have
demonstrated excellent DAA treatment outcomes in
people with psychiatric disorders.58,59 However, these data
were drawn from individuals who were treated via DAA
registry studies or specialist clinic services and therefore
likely enriched for people with well-controlled mental
health issues. Importantly, these studies did not indicate the
denominator of people who did not access care following
an HCV diagnosis.
Small prospective studies have shown that linking
viremic individuals with SMI to HCV treatment can
be complex. Among 72 individuals with viremic HCV

(pooled from 3 prospective seroprevalence studies), 38 were
successfully linked to care, and 9 individuals were ultimately
treated, mostly with DAA therapies.36,38,54 The individuals
who were successfully treated required integrated health
service delivery via “nontraditional” services including
support from hepatitis outreach nurses and mental health
case managers. Cited barriers to care included lack of
referral to specialist services and patient-related factors
including refusal to attend traditional outpatient specialist
care services and refusal to commence DAA therapies.36,54
Notwithstanding the potential challenges of translating
HCV diagnosis to successful treatment, retrospective US
Veterans Affairs data have shown that Veterans with SMI
achieve similar linkage to treatment when compared to
an internal Veterans Affairs control cohort (11.9% versus
13.9%).33 In a second study, 33% of Veterans who were
diagnosed with HCV during an inpatient mental health
admission were successfully commenced on interferon
following referral to outpatient specialist services.35 This
compares favorably to general population real-world
interferon data, whereby a pooled rate of 19% interferon
treatment initiation has been estimated.60
DISCUSSION
What Drives Increased HCV Risk
in People With SMI?
In our meta-analysis, pooled HCV seroprevalence in
people with SMI was 8.0%, that is, at least 8-fold higher than
the estimated global prevalence.1 The overrepresentation
of HCV in people with SMI appears to be increasingly
driven by substance abuse, a problem deeply embedded
within social disadvantage and one that may be perpetuated
by cognitive issues and positive symptoms related to
SMI.12–15,61,62 In terms of relative effect size, Bauer-Staeb et
al12 demonstrated that the odds ratio of HCV seropositivity
in a Swedish national cross-sectional analysis of people
with SMI decreased from 6.18 to 1.72 after adjusting for
substance abuse. Substance abuse is common among
people with SMI, and in a previous systematic review of
HIV risk factors in SMI, IDU was found to have a weighted
mean lifetime prevalence of 21.7% (14.0%–37.0%), albeit
there was a preponderance of US data.15 The relevance of
this is that a history of IDU correlates with a > 40% HCV
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prevalence (in 61 out of 77 countries).63 Substance abuse, and
in particular IDU, may explain much of the disproportionate
increase in HCV seroprevalence in people with SMI and
therefore requires strong consideration when screening for
HCV.

Rationale for BBV Screening in SMI
and Barriers to Care
We show that BBV screening delivered through
population-based programs has high acceptability among
people with SMI. Nonetheless, real-world data suggest that
people within mental health services are underserved from
an HCV screening perspective. In a cross-sectional analysis
of 57,170 SMI outpatients, 4.7% were screened for HCV
over a 12-month period as compared to 12.4% in a general
population comparator cohort, with the strongest predictor
of HCV screening in the SMI group being non-psychiatric
health care utilization.64 Importantly, person-centered
blood-borne virus screening delivered through collocated
specialist services has been shown to significantly bolster
HCV screening rates in community-managed individuals
with SMI.65 However, even with positive case identification,
significant attrition in follow-up and treatment is commonly
encountered.65–67 Few publications in this systematic review
addressed linkage to care in HCV-positive individuals;
however, known barriers exist as a composite of complex
patient-related, clinician, and health system factors.8,10,66 For
example, issues pertaining to access and retention within
traditional specialist health care models may be experienced
at a patient level. This may be compounded by perceived
or actual stigma.66 From a clinician perspective, legacy
concerns stemming from interferon-era therapies coupled
with competing mental health care priorities may hinder
advocacy and referral to HCV treatment services.66,68
Looking to Other Models of Care
Mental health has lagged other high-prevalence HCV
populations in terms of decentralization of screening
programs,8,69 although some data exist regarding intensified
support within traditional outpatient models.70 In other
high-risk settings, such as the prison and opioid-substitution
contexts, decentralized models of HCV care service
delivery augmented by community nurse engagement, case
management, and enhanced motivational support have
demonstrated efficacy in engaging and improving HCV
treatment access when compared to traditional health
care models.17 People with SMI are often integrated within
community mental health services, and a remodeling of
the current care paradigm bolstered by enhanced clinician
education could translate to effective BBV screening and
treatment.35,70–72 These pathways could be supported
through point-of-care HCV antigen assays, integration
of nurse practitioners, improved clinician education,
streamlined screening strategies, and horizontal integration
of specialists, through either visiting sites or telehealth
platforms.70,73 Notwithstanding potential barriers in the SMI
setting, decentralization of traditional models of care could

therapies.58,59,74

Recommendations for Screening
With regard to the nature of BBV screening, a patientcentered, codesign screening approach would likely yield
enhanced patient acceptability and engagement. Screening
programs should ideally be applied cross-sectionally in
order to both reduce perceived stigma and increase HCV
diagnostic yield relative to individualized risk factor–based
screening. Indeed, several cross-sectional screening studies
included in this analysis show that HCV risk factors are not
always ascertained in seropositive individuals and that many
people with seropositive HCV were previously undiagnosed
via traditional screening algorithms.33,36,38,44,46,54,56 Crosssectional screening has the advantage of bypassing issues
like incomplete risk factor appraisal by clinicians, patient
recall bias, and/or stigma-related underreporting. Overall,
a broader approach to screening would serve to change
cultural attitudes toward BBV screening and improve HCV
identification rates.
Study Limitations
Convenience samples included in the meta-analysis may
have enriched for individuals at greater risk of HCV due to
higher acuity psychosocial issues. We attempted to adjust
for this in a number of ways. First, SMI cohorts drawn from
dual substance abuse disorders settings were excluded.
Furthermore, we specifically included retrospective studies,
including those from large registry datasets, given that
these data generally have a greater cross-sectional reach.
Pooled seroprevalence was very similar between prospective
and retrospective subcohorts despite methodological
heterogeneity and remained similar in a study quality
subanalysis, and therefore appears to be robust.
Notwithstanding this, marked variability in HCV
seroprevalence between studies was noted. Background
population HCV prevalence is likely to be a large
contributing factor. For example, the general population
HCV seroprevalence in Belgium is 0.57%–0.90% as
compared to 1.2%–2.4% in the US.12,75 The effect size of
background seroprevalence heterogeneity is likely amplified
by risk factors preponderant to specific SMI cohorts. These
risks may vary in frequency between regions and may even
be idiosyncratic to a local cohort, such as in the case of shared
razor blades as a dominant driver of HCV transmission in
an institutionalized cohort of people with SMI in Japan.24
Other ascertainment biases related to study design and data
acquisition may exaggerate the observed heterogeneity in
HCV SMI seroprevalence. In particular, small cohort
prospective data may not represent national SMI HCV
seroprevalence, particularly where few representative
studies exist. Regardless of absolute seroprevalence, HCV
was reproducibly 3.0 to 11.3 times higher in SMI cohorts
compared to controls despite heterogeneity between
individual studies.12,24,30,32,33,41,51,53 These data demonstrate
that SMI is associated with preponderant HCV and
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CONCLUSIONS
People with SMI have high HCV seroprevalence, and a
major risk factor is high-prevalence substance abuse. Given
the availability of highly effective DAA therapies, tailored
HCV screening and treatment programs would invariably
reduce avoidable liver and extrahepatic complications at an
individual level and would contribute toward global efforts
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a. 1 in 1,200 people with SMI will have HCV
b. 1 in 120 people with SMI will have HCV
c. 1 in 12 people with SMI will have HCV
d. 1 in 6 people with SMI will have HCV
2. A history of injecting drug use (IDU) correlates with a > 40% HCV prevalence.
True or false?
a. True
b. False
3. Paul is a 42-year-old man who was diagnosed with bipolar I disorder in his
early 20s. He has been prescribed various medications to treat the disorder
over the years, although he has often been nonadherent to his treatment.
Paul has a history of substance abuse, and in particular IDU. In a recent
appointment at your clinical practice, you recognize Paul’s risk factors for
HCV and would like to recommend HCV screening to him. However, you are
unsure of the outcome of your recommendation. According to this metaanalysis, which of the following is most correct and should be considered in
your decision to suggest screening to Paul and other patients? HCV screening
in people with SMI is:
a. Acceptable among most patients
b. Not accepted by most patients
c. Is contraindicated due to risk of destabilizing underlying mental health issues
d. Is contraindicated in most cases due to lack of patient autonomy to provide
consent
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1. Regarding the pooled global prevalence of hepatitis C virus (HCV) in people
with serious mental illness (SMI), which of the following is most correct?
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Supplementary Table 1: Quality analysis of studies using the NIH quality assessment tool and
a customized quality assessment tool‡

Author
Chang et al
Di Nardo et al
Cividini et al
Sawayama et al
Rosenberg et al
Al Jurdi and Burruss
Dinwiddie et al
Meyer
Nakamura et al
Kilbourne et al
Pirl et al
Rifai et al
Raja et al
Carney et al
Huckans et al
Freudenreich et al
Lacey et al
Goldberg et al
Rothbard et al
Alvarado-Esquivel et al
Guimarães et al
De Hert et al
Mamani et al
Himelhoch et al
Kakisi et al
Sockalingam et al
Gunewardene et al
Fuller et al
Hung et al
Sanger et al
Durotoye et al
Karabulut
Bauer-Staeb et al
Ramachandran et al
Williams et al
Ayano et al

Quality
based on
NIH score
8
10
10
9
11
7
6
6
6
5
8
6
10
7
8
9
9
8
9
9
10
7
8
11
5
9
10
9
8
7
7
4
10
12
8
11

Customized quality assessment score
Risk
Patient
factor
Study size
Total
selection assessment
2
0
1
0
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
0
1
2
2
0
1
2
2
1
0
1

1
1
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
2

1
1
0
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
2
1
1

4
2
3
3
6
3
2
2
2
3
5
2
4
3
4
1
2
0
3
2
4
2
1
4
2
2
2
4
2
1
2
2
6
4
2
4

Overall
assessment
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Fair
Good
Poor
Fair
Poor
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Poor
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Good
Fair
Poor
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Good

‡The customized quality assessment score is outlined in the Extraction and Data Collection section.
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Supplementary Table 2: Key demographics and seroprevalence from individual prevalence studies.
Abbreviations: P = prospective; R = retrospective; SCZ = schizophrenia, BAD = bipolar affective
disorder; MDD = major depressive disorder
Author

Year

Country

Chang et al
Di Nardo et al
Cividini et al⁑
Sawayama et al⁑
Rosenberg et al
Al Jurdi and Burruss
Dinwiddie et al
Meyer
Nakamura et al
Kilbourne et al*
Pirl et al‡
Rifai et al§
Raja et al
Carney et al*
Huckans et al
Freudenreich et al
Lacey et al
Goldberg et al§
Rothbard et al
Alvarado-Esquivel et al
Guimarães et al
De Hert et al
Mamani et al
Himelhoch et al
Kakisi et al
Sockalingam et al
Gunewardene et al
Fuller et al
Hung et al
Sanger et al§
Durotoye et al
Karabulut
Bauer-Staeb et al
Ramachandran et al
Williams et al
Ayano et al

1993
1995
1997
2000
2001
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2008
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2017
2018
2020
2020

Taiwan
Italy
Italy
Japan
USA
USA
USA
USA
Japan
USA
USA
USA
Italy
USA
USA
USA
Australia
USA
USA
Mexico
Brazil
Belgium
Iran
USA
Turkey
Canada
Australia
USA
Taiwan
UK
Nigeria
Turkey
Sweden
Australia
Australia
Ethiopia

(n)
780
176
423
163
751
238
1,556
535
1,193
4,310
655
3,470
1,492
1,074
4,644
98
71
100
656
105
2,300
595
170
155,172
793
110
334
11,570
590
57
350
5,227
97,797
260
97
309

Study
Type

Male
(%)

Age
(years)

P
P
P
P
P
P
R
R
R
R
R
R
P
R
R
P
P
P
R
P
P
R
P
R
R
P
P
R
P
P
P
R
R
P
P
P

66.5
52.0
50.4
73.3
74.8
71.1
90.0
44.5
47.0
93.3
75.0
54.0
48.0
71.4
48.1
65.0
56.0
92.5
74.7
91.5
58.4
71.9
51.1
78.3
48.1
70.0
65.4

42.0
55.0
57.9
38.4
42.7
50.4
53.0
41.9
40.2
48.9
44.7
30.0
45.1
42.0
46.5
36.7
54.8
55.7
42.5
36.5
35.5
52.0
44.0
36.2

Mental Health Diagnosis
SCZ
BAD MDD Other
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
96.2
3.8
44.9
16.8
11.7
19.9
44.1
12.6
31.1
9.8
26.5
18.7
45.0
74.8
6.8
4.8
37.6
9.2
40.7
100
34.0
20
9.0
34.1
9.0
9.0
100
100
100
73.0
33.0
57.0
25.7
4.8
1.0
47.3
9.0
13.3
81.4
18.6
49.0
57.5
42.5
100
54.0
46.0
100
21.7
6.3
19.0
10.0
26.0
100
43.7
17.5
29.8
9.1

⁑

Patients with psychosis - sub-type not explicated

*

Study designed to assess for comorbidity, not BBVs or HCV specifically

§

Study not designed for prevalence assessment, but sufficient cross-sectional data available
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Supplementary Table 3: Rates of IDU in prospective HCV seroprevalence studies
HCV

Lifetime

IDU in HCV

Ab (%)

IDU (%)

Ab +ve (%)

780 Prospective

6.8

0.0

-

1995 Italy

176 Prospective

11.4

0.0

-

Sawayama et al

2000 Japan

196 Prospective

10.2

1.0

-

Rosenberg et al

2001 USA

751 Prospective

16.1

12.1

75.2

Al Jurdi and Burruss

2003 USA

238 Prospective

16.0

13.9

-

Lacey et al

2007 Australia

71 Prospective

19.7

50.0

50.0

Guimarães et al

2009 Brazil

2300 Prospective

2.63

3.0

-

Sockalingham et al

2010 Canada

110 Prospective

2.7

8.0

66.7

Gunewardene et al

2010 Australia

334 Prospective

5.6

14.4

-

Ramachandran et al

2018 Australia

260 Prospective

10.8

28.0

78.6

Author

Year

Country

Chang et al

1993 Taiwan

Di Nardo et al

(n)

Study Type
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Supplementary Figure 1: Trend in HCV antibody prevalence relative to prevalence of reported
substance abuse across 14 BBV prevalence studies in the context of SMI. HCV antibody prevalence
(blue bars) was categorised in ascending order, and rates of substance abuse (orange bars) charted
relative to this. Most studies (57.9%) were drawn from the USA. Both retrospective and prospective
studies were included, though the same trend was seen in assessment of retrospective and
prospective study designs respectively. 1-14
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